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Welcome to the world of squash enthusiasts! International Squash Magazine is a

monthly publication that brings you the latest news, interviews, tournament

updates, and everything you need to know about the exciting world of squash.

Whether you're a professional player, a passionate fan, or an aspiring beginner,

this magazine is your ultimate companion in exploring the intricacies and thrills of

this dynamic sport.

Highlights of the April 2020 Issue

The April 2020 issue of International Squash Magazine is here, and it's packed

with exciting features that will keep you glued to every page! Let's take a sneak

peek into what you can expect from this issue:
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1. Exclusive Interview with a Squash Legend

Get ready to be inspired as we bring you an exclusive interview with one of the

greatest squash players of all time. They will share their journey, their secrets to

success, and their thoughts on the future of the sport. Don't miss this opportunity

to dive into the mind of a true champion!
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2. A Closer Look at Squash Techniques

Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned player, there's always room to improve

your skills. In this issue, we break down some of the most effective techniques

used by top squash players. From mastering the perfect drop shot to improving

your footwork, our expert tips will take your game to the next level.

3. Spotlight on Rising Stars

Discover the fresh faces making waves in the world of squash. We introduce you

to the rising stars who are challenging the status quo and breaking records. Learn

about their journey, their training routines, and their dedication to the sport. Who

knows, you might find your next favorite player among them!

4. Exciting Tournament Updates

Stay updated with the latest squash tournaments happening around the world.

Get insights into the nail-biting matches, surprising upsets, and extraordinary

performances by your favorite players. We bring you behind-the-scenes coverage

and exclusive interviews with the athletes who give their all on the court.

5. The Impact of Technology on Squash

In this digital age, technology is revolutionizing various aspects of our lives,

including sports. This issue explores how technology has influenced the game of

squash, from advanced racket designs to virtual training programs. Discover the

innovations that are shaping the future of squash and how they can enhance your

playing experience.

How to Get Your Hands on the April 2020 Issue

The April 2020 issue of International Squash Magazine is available in both print

and digital formats. You can easily subscribe to the magazine on our website,



where you also have the option to purchase individual issues. Join our squash

community and be a part of the journey to squash greatness!

With its captivating interviews, expert advice, exciting tournament updates, and

intriguing insights, the April 2020 issue of International Squash Magazine is not to

be missed. Stay connected to the pulse of this thrilling sport and uncover the

hidden gems waiting to be discovered. Get your hands on the latest issue now

and let the squash fever engulf you!
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International Squash Magazine provides an invaluable and sought after quarterly

review of the world of squash, appealing to a diverse and dynamic audience of

squash consumers, enthusiasts and players of all standards from recreational and

club players to professionals.

The latest issue of International Squash Magazine covers many of the recent

highlights from the Professional Squash Association (PSA) World Tour, including:
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PSA Tour Suspended Until End of April Due to COVID-19

Due to the escalating health & safety issues arising from the global outbreak of

COVID-19, the PSA have suspended all World Tour & Challenger Tour events

Mohamed ElShorbagy Claims 2nd Canary Wharf Title

Mohamed ElShorbagy claimed the St. James’s Place Canary Wharf Classic title

for the second time in his career after he prevailed in a thrilling final against

compatriot Ali Farag

Ali Farag & Nour El Sherbini Crowned Windy City Champions

Egyptian duo Ali Farag & Nour El Sherbini were crowned the 2020 Windy City

Open champions in Chicago

James Willstrop & Sarah-Jane Perry Crowned AJ Bell British National Champions

James Willstrop & Sarah-Jane Perry prevailed on finals day at the AJ Bell British

National Championships staged at the David Ross Sports Village at the University

of Nottingham

UNSQUASHABLE Unveil James Willstrop Experience

UNSQUASHABLE have unveiled a pioneering James Willstrop Experience which

has been designed to provide an inspiring & unforgettable squash experience by

allowing participants to access the unique philosophy, approach & insights from

one of its leading players

The Big Picture: Laura Massaro Awarded MBE

Former World Champion Laura Massaro has been awarded an MBE for Services

to Squash in Her Majesty the Queen’s New Year’s Honours List

Hania El Hammamy Crowned Black Ball Open Champion

Hania El Hammamy defied the odds to be crowned the CIB Women’s Black Ball



Open champion after beating four-time World Champion Nour El Sherbini in the

final in Cairo to lift her maiden PSA Platinum title

Coaching & Instruction: Developing Juniors

England Squash National Coach David Campion explains why the tactical

elements & development of a player is every bit as important as their technical

development

University of Pennsylvania Project Heralds New ASB Partnership Programme

The transformation of the squash centre at the US University of Pennsylvania into

a state-of-the-art 12-court facility is the envy of the Ivy League & signals a new

era for ASB as the world’s leading squash court manufacturer moves into its sixth

decade of operation

Squash & Business

Filip Madaric explains why squash is connected to successful businessmen &

regarded as the ideal activity for entrepreneurs & teams all over the world

World Rankings

Men’s & Women’s World Rankings at a glance

Unveiling the Secrets of Toxic Part Two
Celestra: A Thrilling Journey of Intrigue and
Betrayal
Get ready to be mesmerized as we dive deeper into the enthralling world

of "Toxic Part Two Celestra." The long-awaited sequel to the blockbuster

"Toxic" takes us on a...
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Unveiling the Untold Stories of Wooden
Spoon Rugby World Yearbook 2018 - A Year of
Triumphs and Tribulations!
Welcome to the fascinating world of the Wooden Spoon Rugby World

Yearbook 2018! This comprehensive guide provides an...

Adam Zampa: The Rising Star Taking
Australian Cricket by Storm
The Early Days of Adam Zampa Adam Zampa, the talented Australian

cricketer, has been making headlines with his impressive performances

on the field. From his early days,...

Unveiling the Remarkable Social Experiment
Boxed Set! Is This the Ultimate Key to
Understanding Human Behavior?
Are you curious about the complexities of human behavior? Do you ever

wonder why people act the way they do in certain situations? If so,

prepare to embark on a mind-opening...

Unveiling the Shocking Results of the Bitter
Exes Social Experiment: You Won't Believe
What They Did!
Breakups are never easy; emotions run high, relationships end, and bitter

feelings can linger. But what if there was a way to turn the bitterness into

something positive?...
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Unveiling the Untold Secrets of Naughty By
Nature 3am Kisses Hollow Brook
In the enchanting town of Hollow Brook, lies a mysterious phenomenon

known as Naughty By Nature 3am Kisses. This peculiar occurrence has

captivated the attention of locals...

Discover the Fascinating Journey of Going
Into Uncharted Waters and Unleashing New
Horizons
Are you ready to embark on a thrilling adventure? Dive into this article

and learn about the excitement and challenges of going into uncharted

waters. Discover the hidden...

Discover the Surprising Story Behind the Ex
Boyfriend Kisses 3am Kisses Hollow Brook
Have you ever experienced a midnight rendezvous that turned your world

upside down? Relationships can be messy and unpredictable, especially

when it comes to exes. In this...
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